SEAMEO Regional Centre for History and Tradition
MYANMAR HISTORY FROM MYANMAR PERSPECTIVES
20 – 26 November 2018
There have been different perspectives and interpretations on Myanmar history since it was
viewed by different people. The perspectives and interpretations of Myanmar scholars,
however, are not too well known because Myanmar scholars publish mostly in Myanmar
language. As the Regional Centre for History and Tradition, SEAMEO CHAT has a role in
putting together a picture of Myanmar’s past, its developments, and its mosaic of cultures
and traditions.
Since 2002, SEAMEO CHAT has carried out the Annual Programme: Myanmar History
from Myanmar Perspectives which has been given good remarks on the programme by the
participants. For this year 2018, the programme has been slightly changed in order to give
chances for the participants to have wider knowledge on Myanmar’s past and present.
Myanmar History from Myanmar Perspectives programme will be a perfect package which
comprises the different perspectives of the present community of scholars in the country.
I. Nature of the Programme
The programme will run for seven-days from 20 to 26 November 2018. It will consist of a
series of lectures and discussions conducted by prominent Myanmar scholars and a six-day
field trip study to Mandalay, Sagaing and Bagan by coach.
II. Lecture Topics
 Myanmar Traditional Beliefs and Customs
 Bagan: A Historical Overview
 Bagan: Art & Architecture
 Mandalay: Past and Present
 Mandalay: Arts and Crafts
 Current Situation in Myanmar
III. Registration Fee
 The tuition fees for the programme is 150,000 Kyat
 Other expenses on accommodation (based on twin sharing), meals (breakfast, lunch),
travel by coach to Mandalay, Sagaing and Bagan is US$ 850.
 Participants are expected to make their own arrangements regarding International
Air Travel.
V. Registration
The Registration form should be completed and returned with your Curriculum Vitae to
the following address by 15 October 2018.

VI. Contact SEAMEO CHAT
For more information, please contact:
Dr. Naw Si Blut, Assistant Director, SEAMEO Regional Centre for History and Tradition,
Pyay Road, Yangon 11041, Myanmar
Tel: 95-01-515180, Fax: 095-1-515175
E-mail: siblutnaw@gmail.com , nawsiblut@seameochat.org.mm

